
Datasheet

HP 35.56 cm (14") Carry Sleeve
Black/Gold

Keep your laptop safe from
daily bumps and scrapes
with a robust sleeve that
does more than protect. A
comfortable handle and
quick-access front pocket
makes travel that much
more convenient, allowing
you to store pens, thumb
drives, and other essential
accessories.

Comfortable handle
● Easily carry your device with a handle that retracts when not in use.

Spacious front pocket
● Whether it's a mouse, notepad, or other critical accessories, the large pocket
stores them all.

Durable protection
● Lightweight, water-resistant material helps keep your laptop safe from spills
and splashes.
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HP 35.56 cm (14") Carry Sleeve Black/Gold

Featuring

A pop of personality
This sleeve looks as good as it protects with a unique, patterned design.

Cushioned interior
A soft lining keeps your laptop safe from scratches while on the go.

Self-repairing zippers
Reliable, well-made zippers ensure smooth openings and closings, every time.

HP 43.94 cm (17.3") Carry Sleeve Black/Gold
HP Backpacks feature modern designs that can be as bold or as understated as you want to make them The cases are constructed from durable, high-quality
materials designed to provide the utmost protection for a broad range of notebook form factors.

HP 43.94 cm (17.3") Carry Sleeve Black/Silver
HP 39.62 cm (15.6") Carry Sleeve Black/Gold
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HP 35.56 cm (14") Carry Sleeve Black/Gold

Compatibility Fits up to 35.56 cm (14") inch laptops

Dimensions Case or master carton quantity: 10

Warranty Peace-of-mind coverage: Rest easy with an HP standard one-year limited warranty.

Additional information P/N: 3XD33AA #ABB
UPC/EAN code: 192545241878

Country of Origin China

What's in the box Sleeve
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